SANHS Proceedings. Volumes held by Denny for the SVBRG

Vol. 130 Pen, Ilchester and Yeovil: a study in the landscape history and archaeology of south-east Somerset. Katherine Barker.


Lancin Farmhouse, Wambrook. John Dallimore.
Early Bench-ends in All Saint’s Church, Trull. M. McDermott.
The Landed Estates of Somerset since 1873. P. Dale-Thomas.

Vol. 139 The resident Gentry of Somerset in 1502. M. Havinden.
Roman Settlement and Salt Production on the Somerset Coast: the work of Samuel Nash. S. Rippon.


Vol. 142 The Somerset Estates of the Vicars Choral of Wells. R.G. Hill.
Supplementary notes on bench-ends in Trull Church. M. McDermott.

Vol. 145 Mesolithic to Bronze Age activity, Chedzoy. C. Norman
Somerset Population prior to 1801 Census, based on Rack & Collinson, by John Oswin.

Vol. 146 Somerset Building stone; a guide. Hugh Prudden
Medieval archaeological features at Church St, Milborne Port. A.T. Smith

Evidence for the medieval hamlets of Pykeash and Ash Boulogne: archaeological excavations at Ash. Alan Graham
Somerset archaeology, 2004. C J Webster

Vol. 149 Medieval domestic and Church roofs in Somerset. M. McDermott
Building Recording in 2005. SVBRG
The Introduction of the Brown Rat. J. McCann.

Vol 150 An archipelago in central Somerset: the origins of Muchelney Abbey. Mick Aston.(See *)
Building recording in 2006. SVBRG

‘The West Somerset Woollen Trade, 1500-1714’ Philip Ashford.
‘Building Recording in 2007’ SVBRG.

Vol 152 John Lock & Somerset. Roger Woolhouse
*An Early Medieval Estate in the Isle Valley of South Somerset and the early endowments of Muchelney Abbey. Mick Aston
Excavation of an early medieval site at Brent Knoll, Somerset. Donna Young
Kelston in Domesday Book. Frank Thorn
Excavation of a medieval site at West Wick, Weston Super Mare. Kelly Powell
Wrought iron Windows in Somerset. John McCann
Building recording in 2008. SVBRG

The most famous monasterium at Bath; it’s hundred hides and it’s estates, viewed from South
Stoke. Frank Thorn.
Medieval Settlements at Winscombe parish in North Somerset. Mick Aston, Martin Ecclestone etc
John Locke’s Somerset property. Roger Woolhouse.
Paper and papermakers around Wells. Brian Luker.
The rise and fall of the Brewing Industry in the Wells area: C18th – 20th. Tony Scrase.
An early millstone from Sandford, Winscombe in N. Somerset. Mick Aston & Martin Watts.
The Winscombe Project. Mick Aston, Maria Forbes & Teresa Hall.
Building recording in 2009. SVBRG.

Vol 154 Assessing the contribution of commercial archaeology to the study of Roman Somerset, 1990-2004
Neil Holbrook.
Medieval Woodlands in Winscombe Parish. Mick Aston etc.
Defining ‘Winterstoke’ Hundred, Somerset. Frank Thorn.
Saxo-Norman Pottery in Somerset, some recent research. John Allen etc.
The Winscombe Project 2010. Mick Aston etc
Building recording in 2010. SVBRG.

Vol 155 The Roman settlement at Fosse Lane, Shepton Mallet 1996-7. Peter Ellis & Peter Leach.
Identifying the early medieval towns of Somerset. Carole Lomas
Medieval & post medieval occupation at Millbrook Mews, Milborne Port. Et al.
More dovecotes…evidence of early pigeon keeping. J&P McCann
Medieval farming in Winscombe parish in N Somerset. M Aston etc
The ancient territory of Somerton, Somerset. Frank Thorn
A Late Mesolithic site at Larkbarrow on Exmoor. R Wilson-North & P Gardiner
The Winscombe Project. Mick Aston etc
The Jews churchyard, Bridgwater. M Kerr-Peterson
Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age settlement on Bathampton Down. R Thomas etc.
Building Recording in 2011. SVBRG

Vol 156 Ilchester to S. Petherton Pipe line archaeology
Building Recording in 2012 SVBRG
Fittings, furniture and decoration in Somerset Churches. Mark McDermott.

Vol 157 The ancient territories from Frome & Bruton in Somerset. Frank Thorn.
Old Auster. Barry Lane.
After the end: Glastonbury Abbey, 1539-1550. Adam Stout.
Building recording In Somerset, 2013. SVBRG

The geological landscape of Somerset in the late C18th: the observations of Rack & Collinson. Hugh Prudden.
Building Recording in Somerset, 2014. SVBRG
Ham Hill. Brittain, Sharples & Evans.
Some Relevant Book Reviews in SAHNS Proceedings:

Somerset place names. Stephen Robinson.
Bridgwater, history and guide. R. Dunning

Vol. 137  Somerset Villages: The Houses, Cottages and Farms of Chiselborough. SVBRG.


Vol. 139  Anglo-Saxon Glastonbury: Church and Endowment. L. Abrams.
The Medieval Landscape of Wessex. Aston & Lewis.
Medieval Windmills in South-Western England. C.J. Bond.

Vol. 140  Somerset Villages: The Vernacular buildings of Shapwick. SVBRG

Vol. 143  A People Bewitched: Witchcraft and Magic in Nineteenth Century Somerset. O. Davies.
The Somerset Coalfield. S. Gould.
The Victoria History of the County of Somerset, volume VII: Bruton, Horethorne and Norton Ferris hundreds. Edited R. Dunning

Geology and Landscape of Taunton Deane: A geological exploration of South west Somerset. Hugh Prudden.

Vol. 147  Decorated Medieval Floor tiles of Somerset. B.J. Lowe.
Somerset Families. R. Dunning.

Vol. 148  The Dovecotes of Historical Somerset. P. and J. McCann

Vol. 149  The Roman to medieval Transition in the Region of S. Cadbury Castle, Somerset. J.E. Davey
Traditional Houses of Somerset. J. Penoyre.
Somerset Villages: Vernacular Houses and Farms of Butleigh. SVBRG.
Somerset Villages: the Traditional houses and farms of Compton Dundon. SVBRG
A History of Bridgwater. J.C. Lawrence.

Vol. 150  Keynsham Abbey: a Cartulary. Barbara Lowe
The Acland Family: Maps and Surveys, 1720-1840. Ed. By M R Ravenhill & M M Rowe
The Historic Landscape of the Quantock Hills. H Riley

‘Landscape Community and Colonisation: The North Somerset Levels during the 1st and 2nd millennia AD.’ Stephen Rippon.
‘A Roman Settlement and Medieval Manor House in South Bristol; Excavations at Inns Court.’ Reg Jackson.
‘Charters of Bath and Wells’ Ed by S E Kelly
‘Somerset Follies’ Jonathan Holt.

Vol 152  Beyond the Medieval Village – The Diversification of Landscape Character in Southern Britain.
Stephen Rippon.
Anthony Emery
Traditional Buildings in the Parish of Combe St Nicholas. SVBRG

Agriculture & Rural Society after the Black Death: common themes and regional variations.
A Collection of 13 papers presented at a conference in Durham in 2002, one focuses on Taunton.
Hampshire Houses 1250-1700, Their dating & Development. Edward Roberts et al.

The archaeology of Mendip: 500,000 years of continuity and change. Ed by Jodie Lewis.
The Archaeology of South West England. Ed by C. Webster

Making Sense of an Historic Landscape. Stephen Rippon (The Blackdowns)
The Buildings of England, Somerset: North and Bristol. Andrew Foyle & Pevsner
The Quantocks. Peter Haggett

Vol 157 Interpreting the English Village: landscape and community at Shapwick, Somerset. Mick Aston &
Chris Gerrard

Vol 158 Cheddar in the Industrial Age. Peter Daniels.

Vernacular Architecture Copies Held

Evidence for Helms in Gloucestershire in the Fourteenth Century. C. Dyer.
Helms, Hovels and Belfrys: More Evidence from Probate Inventories. S. Needham.
Low Open-Truss Beams (Mantle Beams): Problems of Function and Distribution.
Alcock & Moran.

Vol. 16. The Distribution of Somerset Roof Tiles inBrittany: A Provisional Assessment.
G. Merrion-Jones.
Timber Framed Shops 1300-1600. Comparative Plans. D. Stenning.


The Influence of Wind on the Orientation of Threshing Barns. A. Kenworthy.

Vol. 20 Carpenter’s Marks. S. Wallsgrove.
Upstairs or Downstairs? Alcock & Currie.
The Grammar of Carpentry. R. Harris.

Base cruck usages in Suffolk. S. Coleman
The Recording of Standing Buildings. J. Bold.
Archaic Roofs in Hereford and Worcester. C. Currie.
Jetties. R. Harris.
An unusual Roof Truss for Upper Rooms with low side walls. J. Peters.


Time and Place: medieval carpentry in Staffordshire. R. Meeson.

Vernacular Architecture: The Loss of Innocence.
Arch Braces or Tension Braces? D. Stenning

Individual Case Studies, Hig h St, Rode. J. Dallimore

Blind Backs and Nineteenth Century Working Class Houses. P. Crouch.


Vol. 34. Small Aisled Halls in Essex. D.F. Stenning etc
Variations in the Survival Rate of Timber-Framed Buildings in Two Sussex parishes. D. Chatwin.
Tree Ring dates (inc Somerset dendro Project, phase 5).

Vol. 35. Luminescence Dating of Brick Chimneys A. Antrobus.
Cranked Inner Principals. David Clark.
A Medieval Urban house with two heated open rooms: 3, 5 Butter St. Alcester. Alcock & Moir.
Tree Ring Dates (a selection, inc. Somerset dendro, phase 6)

Vol. 36. On the Origins of Crucks: An Innocent Notion Nick Hill
The Quest for one’s own front door: Housing the Vicars Choral at the English Cathedrals. D. Stoker.
An Early Vernacular Hammer-Beam Structure – West Sussex. J. Clarke
Ritual Marks And Graffiti: Curiosities or Meaningful Symbols. Bob Meeson
Housing the Urban Poor in 1800 – Warwickshire. Nat Alcock
The Bernoulli Principle and Smoke Control (open hall house) Mary Adams
The Late Medieval Remodelling of Early Roofs. Edward Roberts

Stone in the Vernacular of Rural Wales during C19th. Judith Alfrey
Medieval Clay Walled Houses: A case study from Norfolk. Adam Longcroft
Somerset Dendrochronology Project: Summary of Results. M. McDermott

Vol. 38. The Unit System Revisited: Dual Domestic Planning and the Development Cycle of the Family Richard Suggett
A Three Dimensional, Timber-Framed Encyclopedia of Geometrical Carpentry Design. Laurie Smith

Vol. 39
A Preliminary Roof Typology for the NE of England c1200-1700. Martin Roberts.
Hanging Chimneys, Smoke Chimneys or Smoking Chimneys in Scottish Domestic Buildings. Bruce Walker.
Bayesian Interpretation of Tree-Ring Dates in Practice. Cathy Tyers

Vol. 40
Medieval Houses in English Towns: Form and Location. Sarah Pearson.

Mud and Frame Construction in South Leicestershire. Neil Finn
Differing Approaches to the Elimination of Arcade Posts in the Timber-Framed Open Halls of Britain and Japan. Toru Horie
Radiocarbon Dating of a Reused Cruck Blade from Warwickshire and Its Implications for the Typology of Cruck Construction. Nat Alcock and Bob Meeson.

Vol. 41
The Polite Threshold in Seventeenth-And 18-Century Britain. Adrian Green.
The Unmistakeable Fashion of the Time?: Dating Flore’s House at Oakham, Rutland. Nick Hill.
The Distribution & Dating of Wealden Houses. (Including 1 in Yeovil!) Nat Alcock
A Vernacular Window of 1618. John McCann.

Vol. 42
The Parochial Nature of Timber Framing. Duncan James (see Vol. 43)
Early Hay Barns in the South of England. Edward Roberts
Engravings as evidence of Dovecotes. John McCann.

Vol. 43
An Internet Accessible Building Archaeological Research Database (BARD). A.Moir
An early C15th Warwickshire Cruck House using Joggled Halvings. N Alcock & D Miles
The Provision of Services in Medieval Houses in Kent. Sarah Pearson.

Vernacular Architecture, Book Reviews.

Vol. 15
English Stone Building. Clifton-Taylor and Ireson.
Living with the Past. D. Baker.
The Rural houses of N. Avon and S. Gloucestershire. L. Hall.

Vol. 16
The Vernacular buildings of West and Middle Chinnock. SSAVBGRG.
The History of a Tudor House. H. Dickinson.

Vol. 17
Discovering Cottage Architecture. C. powell.
Timber buildings in Britain. Brunskill.
Barns of Rural Britain. G. Hughes.

Victorian Farms. R. Brigden.
Somerset Villages: The Vernacular Houses with Farms and Farmsteads of Alford and Lovington. SSAVBGR.

The Medieval English Domestic Timber Roof. M. Bismenis.

Vol. 20. Somerset Villages: The Vernacular Buildings of Batcombe. SSAVBGR.
Wiltshire Farmhouses and Cottages. P. Slocombe.
Bee Boles and Bee Houses. A. Foster.

Historic Farm Buildings. J. Lake.

A Dovecote Heritage. P. & J. Hansell
The Trussed Roof, its History and Development. D. Yeomans.
English Houses 1200-1800, the Hertfordshire Evidence and Hertfordshire Houses:
Selective Inventory. J.T. Smith.

Vol. 25. Housing culture. Traditional architecture in an English Landscape. M. Johnson.
Medieval houses of Wiltshire. P. Slocombe.
Somerset Villages: The Houses, Cottages and Farms of Chiselborough. SSAVBGR.

Vol. 27. The Medieval Hall: the basis of secular domestic life, 600-1600. M.W. Thompson


Urbane and Rustic England, cultural ties and social spheres in the Provinces. C. Esterbrook.

Medieval masons. M. Hislop.
The development of Timber as a Structural Material. D. Yeomans.
Houses of the Gentry, 1480-1680. N. Cooper.

Vol. 32. Plundering the Past: Roman Stonework in Medieval Britain. T. Eaton.
Living and Working in Seventeenth century England: an encyclopedia of drawings and descriptions from Randle Holme’s original manuscripts. Alcock & Cox.
Vernacular Houses and Farms of Butleigh. J. Dallimore.

Vol. 34. Surrey Medieval buildings, an inventory and analysis. P. Grey
The Smaller Brick, Stone and Weatherboard Houses of Surrey. G. Howard.
The English Model Farm: Building the Agricultural Ideal. S.W. Martins.
Cotters and Squatters: Housing’s Hidden History. C. Ward.

Town houses of Medieval Britain. A. Quiney.
Understanding Small Period Houses. A. Laws.
Oak: A British History. Harris, Harris & James.
Ceramic roofware. Hans van Lemmen.
English Architecture to 1900. E. Mercer.

Vol. 36. Medieval Building Techniques G. Binding
New Winchelsea, Sussex: a Medieval Port Town. D & B Martin
The Vernacular Workshop from Craft to Industry 1400-1900 Ed P Barnwell etc
Discovering Cottage Architecture C Powell

Vol. 37. Hall Houses A. Michael Mennim
Acton Court: The Evolution of an Early Tudor Courtier’s House. K. Rodwell & R. Bell
Structural Appraisal of Traditional Buildings P. Robson

Vol. 38
Architects and Building Craftsmen with work in Wiltshire. Pam Slocombe
Recent Research into Vernacular Buildings And Parish Churchrs: Case studies from Norfolk. Adam Longcroft

Vol. 39
Cooking and Dining in Medieval England Antonia Catchpole.
The Shapwick Project, Somerset. A Rural Landscape Explored. Christopher Gerrard, Mick Aston Etc.

Vol. 40
Medieval Architectural Drawing: English Craftsmen’s Methods and their Later Persistence (c. 1200-1700). Arnold Pacey
Traditional Buildings in the Parish of Combe St. Nicholas. SVBRG, (Nat Alcock.)

Vol. 41
Caldecote: The Development & Desertion of a Hertfordshire VILLAGE. Guy Beresford et al.
Rye Rebuilt: Regeneration & Decline within a Sussex Port Town. David & Barbara Martin.
Sandwich: The Completest Medieval town in England: A study of the town and port from its Origins to 1600. Helen Clarke etc.
Westmorland Hearth Tax Returns: Michelmas 1670. Ed Colin Philips etc
Lancashire North. Clare Hartwell & N Pevsner.
Yorkshire West Riding. Peter Leach & N. Pevsner
The Tacolneston Project. A Study of Historic Buildings in the Claylands of South Norfolk. Ed Adam Longcroft etc.

Vol 42
The English Medieval Roof: crown Post to King Post. John Walker
Hampshire Houses: Their dating & development. Edward Roberts.
Somerset Villages: Traditional Buildings in the Parish of Stogursey. SVBRG

Vol 43
Dartmoor’s Alluring Uplands: Transhumance & Pastoral Management In the Middle Ages. Work by Harold Fox, compiled by Matt Tompkins & Chris Dyer.
Up-dates of Pevsner:- Berkshire
Cheshire
Herefordshire
Somerset: North & Bristol

Traditional Building Materials. Matthew Slocombe
A Legal History of the English Landscape. Christopher Jessel
The English Castle: 1066-1650. John Goodall. **Highly Recommended!
Somerset Industrial Archaeological Society Journals

      A Withy Boiler at Burrow Bridge. A. Ward.
      Shapwick Windmill. C. Buchanan.
      The bath brick industry at Bridgwater. J. Murless.
      Horse Gins in Somerset.

No. 3. Chidgey’s Foundry, watchet. D. Warren.
      A Somerset brick maker of 1860. R. Bush.
      Taunton Brickyards. B. Murless.

Also A Selection of Timber-Framed Houses in Harting. T. Barnfield.

      Thatch and Rivett etc. A cassette tape.